Pueblo Room Data

ROOM 1
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 16
  Total fill sherds: 1761
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: charcoal in fill - l255
  Radiocarbon: charcoal in fill 940 +/- 110
  Hearth?: no
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 2
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 231
  Total fill sherds: 1080
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: roof beams 1201(6), 1204(12), 1182, 1189, 1192, 1199
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 3
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 109
  Total fill sherds: 1883
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: roof beams - 1201, 1215, 1218
  Radiocarbon: maize on floor 1260 +/- 50
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: yes (small amt.)

ROOM 4
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 56
  Total fill sherds: 1301
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: roof beams - (14) 1221, l208, 1209, 1211, 1217, 1218, 1220
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: yes (small amt.)
ROOM 5
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 6
  Total fill sherds: 86
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: source unknown - 1196, 1211, 1214
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth?: no
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 6
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 5
  Total fill sherds: 19
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: none
  Radiocarbon: roof beam, outside rings 1180 +/- 75
  Hearth?: no
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 7
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 4
  Total fill sherds: 239
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: none
  Radiocarbon: roof support post, outside rings 1285 +/- 105
  Hearth?: no
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 8
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 158
  Total fill sherds: 6015
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: roof beams - 1201(3), 1204, 1184, 1193
  Radiocarbon fire pit charcoal - 640 +/- 125
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: no
ROOM 9
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 21
  Total fill sherds: 65
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: none
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth?: no
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 10
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 3
  Total fill sherds: 120
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: roof beams - 1105, 1194, 1202, 1207, 1218, 1219
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth?: no
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 11
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: 0
  Other floor sherds: 190
  Total fill sherds: 4914
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: roof beams - 1212(3), 1186, 1204, 1209
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: no

ROOM 12
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: (1) large corrugated jar, (1) large B/W olla (jar)
  Other floor sherds: 18
  Total fill sherds: 144
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: roof beams - 1212 (11), 1215 (8), 1232 (2), 1193, 1197, 1203, 1214
  Radiocarbon: maize on floor 1260 +/- 50
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: no
ROOM 13
Ceramic Artifacts
Restorable vessels on floor: (3) large corrugated jars, (2) B/W jars, (1) B/W bowl, (2) polychrome jars
Other floor sherds: 19
Total fill sherds: 112
Dated Materials
Tree-ring: roof beams - 1219, 1220, 1222, 1223 (2), 1223
Radiocarbon: maize on floor 1230 +/- 40
Hearth: yes
Trash area?: yes (large amt.)

ROOM 14
Ceramic Artifacts
Restorable vessels on floor: (2) large corrugated jars
Other floor sherds: 3
Total fill sherds: 14
Dated Materials
Tree-ring: source unknown - 1227 (4) , 1209, 1222, 1224, 1226
Radiocarbon: maize on floor 1270 +/- 50
Hearth?: no
Trash area?: yes (medium amt.)

ROOM 15
Ceramic Artifacts
Restorable vessels on floor: 0
Other floor sherds: 11
Total fill sherds: 69
Dated Materials
Tree-ring: source unknown - 1212, 1213
Radiocarbon: none
Hearth?: no
Trash area?: no

ROOM 16
Ceramic Artifacts
Restorable vessels on floor: (1) corrugated jar
Other floor sherds: 7
Total fill sherds: 29
Dated Materials
Tree-ring: source unknown - 1215 (2)
Radiocarbon: wooden artifact 1080+/- 60
Hearth?: no
Trash area?: no
ROOM 17
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: (2) corrugated jars, (3) B/W ollas, (2) B/W bowls, (3) polychrome bowls
  Other floor sherds: 9
  Total fill sherds: 146
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: none
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: yes (large amt.)

ROOM 18
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: (1) large corrugated jar
  Other floor sherds: 1
  Total fill sherds: 19
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: none
  Radiocarbon: carbonized bean on floor 1255 +/- 25
  Hearth?: no
  Trash area?: yes (large amt.)

ROOM 19
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: (2) corrugated jars, (1) B/W bowl
  Other floor sherds: 27
  Total fill sherds: 219
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: source unknown - 1215, 1209, 1211
  Radiocarbon: none
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: yes (large amt.)

ROOM 20
Ceramic Artifacts
  Restorable vessels on floor: (1) corrugated jar, (1) B/W bowl, (1) polychrome bowl
  Other floor sherds: 0
  Total fill sherds: 296
Dated Materials
  Tree-ring: charcoal in fire pit 1233
  Radiocarbon: charred pigweed on floor 1260 +/- 40, charred beans on floor 1220 +/- 50
  Hearth: yes
  Trash area?: no